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BLOGBLOG
Say it loud!Say it loud!

++   "Mr. President, it's time for the people to eat.""Mr. President, it's time for the people to eat."

++   ZAM joins call for the release of Hajooj KukaZAM joins call for the release of Hajooj Kuka

++   04.10.20 | De post-racistische planeet04.10.20 | De post-racistische planeet

++ MOREMORE

Building a world beyond them and us.Building a world beyond them and us.
Change from Africa. The movement.Change from Africa. The movement.   
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Image | Simphiwe NdzubeImage | Simphiwe Ndzube

Can you put your own interests aside and really fight for aCan you put your own interests aside and really fight for a
better world in the interest of future generations, or is itbetter world in the interest of future generations, or is it
easier if you imagine yourself to be part of that unknowneasier if you imagine yourself to be part of that unknown
future? In her essay 'What if We’re All Coming Back?' in future? In her essay 'What if We’re All Coming Back?' in TheThe
New York TimesNew York Times of October 2018, human rights lawyer of October 2018, human rights lawyer
Michelle Alexander tries to imagine the world you would endMichelle Alexander tries to imagine the world you would end
up in if you were to reincarnate at a random place and underup in if you were to reincarnate at a random place and under
random circumstances.random circumstances.

Her essay forms the basis of the exhibition. Out of thisHer essay forms the basis of the exhibition. Out of this
thought experiment aimed at imagining a fundamentallythought experiment aimed at imagining a fundamentally
different, sustainable and more humane organization ofdifferent, sustainable and more humane organization of
society, the artists speculate about an unknown future ofsociety, the artists speculate about an unknown future of
which they themselves are part. Through this exercise inwhich they themselves are part. Through this exercise in
imagination, the exhibition offers proposals for alternativeimagination, the exhibition offers proposals for alternative
ways of dealing with each other and with the earth.ways of dealing with each other and with the earth.

Curated by Manon Braat the exhibition in The Hague presentsCurated by Manon Braat the exhibition in The Hague presents
the works of Simphiwe Ndzube, Brook Andrew, Raul Balai andthe works of Simphiwe Ndzube, Brook Andrew, Raul Balai and
Müge Yilmaz. Ghana ThinkTank x AiRich and Nástio Mosquito,Müge Yilmaz. Ghana ThinkTank x AiRich and Nástio Mosquito,
as well as Claudia Martínez Garay, Femke Herregraven andas well as Claudia Martínez Garay, Femke Herregraven and
Marianne Nicolson are participating in the exhibition inMarianne Nicolson are participating in the exhibition in
Amsterdam.Amsterdam.

The exhibition is accompanied by the publication ‘Wat Niet IsThe exhibition is accompanied by the publication ‘Wat Niet Is
Maar Kan Zijn’, in which ten writers and nine artists exploreMaar Kan Zijn’, in which ten writers and nine artists explore
the possibility of putting their own interests aside for a betterthe possibility of putting their own interests aside for a better
world for future generations. The book is published by Jurgenworld for future generations. The book is published by Jurgen
Maas in collaboration with online art platform Mister Motley.Maas in collaboration with online art platform Mister Motley.

The publication includes contributions from the artists andThe publication includes contributions from the artists and
essays by the speaker of the 2019 ZAM Nelson Mandelaessays by the speaker of the 2019 ZAM Nelson Mandela
Lecture Sisonke Msimang as well as Michelle Alexander, RenéLecture Sisonke Msimang as well as Michelle Alexander, René
ten Bos, Dean Bowen, Sander Donkers, Clarice Gargard, Rashidten Bos, Dean Bowen, Sander Donkers, Clarice Gargard, Rashid
Novaire, Vamba Sherif, Jan van de Venis and Louwrien Wijers.Novaire, Vamba Sherif, Jan van de Venis and Louwrien Wijers. 
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